Prepare your fieldwork by querying your geodatabase

Collect geospatial data and attributes in the field

Update your geodatabase, GIS or CAD environment

TopoLynx® topoXplore is a powerful easy to use Desktop and Mobile GIS software

Use your mobile computer, GNSS receiver, rangefinder to collect data in the field!

Use the advanced features of the software, such as CoGo and geoprocessing!

www.topolynx.com
Key features and benefits

1. **Productive** data collection: calculated fields, simultaneous collection, averaging, offsets, merging and splitting polygons, buffers, CoGo functions.

2. **Online** (TMS, WFS, WMS, WMTS, GML, KML, NTRIP) and **offline** work.

3. **Customizable** tools, templates, layers and forms. Tablet friendly, scalable interface.

4. Extensive support of GNSS receivers, projection systems, geoids, shift grids.

5. Wide range of **vector** (map, shp, mif, dxf, dng, bna, dat, txt, dbf, tab, mid) and **raster** (jpeg, jp2, ecw, ers, tiff, ras, png, lan, bil, bmp, cadrg) formats.

Latest improvements

- New User Interface
- Scalable Interface
- New Settings Panel
- Quick Access Buttons
- WFS support
- New Survey Panel
- Improved CoGo
- Proxy Support
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